Cancer cell membrane-modified biodegradable mesoporous silica nanocarriers for berberine therapy of liver cancer†
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Berberine (Ber) is regarded as a new, active and natural anti-cancer product; however, its clinical application has been limited due to its low aqueous solubility, poor gastrointestinal absorption, short residence time and poor targeting abilities. Hence, we reported a biomimetic nanoparticle as a drug delivery system to surmount these obstacles. We fabricated disulfide (S–S)-bridged mesoporous organosilica nanoparticles (ss-MONs) for Ber loading, which possessed uniform morphology, controllable mesoporous properties, highly-efficient drug loading capacity and superior biocompatibility. More interestingly, ss-MONs exhibited effective biodegradability under glutathione conditions through the breakdown of the disulfide bond in ss-MONs, which promoted the Ber release. After coating human liver cancer HepG2 cell membranes (CM) on the surface of ss-MONs, the obtained CM-ss-MONs-Ber enhanced accumulation in liver cancer tissue through homologous targeting and effectively avoiding rapid blood clearance. Our findings indicate that CM-ss-MONs might be desirable drug carriers to promote the clinical use of Ber against liver cancer.

1 Introduction

Liver cancer is one of the most common tumors with an extreme mortality rate of about 600 000 people per year globally according to the World Health Organization. Cl Clinically, chemotherapy is commonly used as the standard treatment for patients after surgery and some patients with unresectable liver cancer. However, traditional chemotherapeutic drugs possess high cytotoxicity to normal tissues and entail some limitations, including drug resistance and lack of specificity. Hence, it is urgent to seek novel chemotherapeutic agents and develop new strategies for highly effective and safe chemotherapy for liver cancer.10

Berberine (Ber), a traditional Chinese medicine, which is an isoquinoline alkaloid in the Ber species, has gained increasing attention due to its extensive pharmacological activity.11–13 Recently, its anti-liver-cancer activity has been demonstrated as Ber can significantly promote AIF-mediated apoptosis in liver cells by suppressing the protein expression levels of cytosolic phospholipase A2 (c PLA2) and cyclooxygenase (COX)-2 and elevating the content ratio of AA to prostaglandin E2 (PGE2).14–16 More interestingly, during liver cancer treatment, Ber showed low cytotoxicity to normal tissues. Hence, Ber is regarded as a promising candidate for liver cancer therapy. However, its further clinical application is limited due to low local concentrations, short residence time and poor intestinal absorption, resulting in reduced bioavailability.17–18

Recently, the rapid advancement of nanomedicine made it possible to solve the above-mentioned dilemmas. Among them, mesoporous silica nanomaterials exhibited excellent potential as drug delivery vehicles owing to their superb biocompatibility, large surface areas and easy functionalization. Compared with traditional inorganic mesoporous silica nanoparticles, mesoporous organosilica nanoparticle (MONs), with two or more alkoxysilanes, not only inherit the advantages of MSNs in preloading drugs but also achieve biodegradable properties, which facilitate drug release and promote the in vivo metabolism of nanomaterials. In our previous study, we designed MONs containing disulfide bridges (ss-MONs) and utilized them in the preloading of the model drug doxorubicin. We provided a detailed comparison of ss-MONs with MSNs in terms of biocompatibility, drug loading capacity, drug release fashion and therapeutic efficacy and discovered better efficiency of ss-MONs in liver cancer treatment owing to the pH/glutathione-dual responsive drug release.
Therefore, we believe that ss-MONs might be an ideal drug vehicle for the Ber treatment of liver cancer. To improve the specificity of Ber to liver cancer and avoid rapid blood clearance, adopting optimal strategies to functionalize ss-MONs are imperative. However, the existing modification methods of ss-MONs such as ligands, aptamers, and antibodies are unsatisfactory due to their poor cancer specificity, weak binding affinity and the relative residence time. Recently, biomimetic cell membrane-coated nanocarriers have attracted increasing attention owing to their homologous target property and immune escape capacity. Hence, nanocarriers with liver cancer cell membrane modifications can significantly increase drug accumulation in liver cancer tissues and avoid the clearance of macrophages. In this system (Scheme 1), liver cancer cell membrane-coating ss-MONs (CM-ss-MONs) were designed and utilized to load Ber (CM-ss-MONs-Ber). The CM-ss-MONs-Ber exhibited uniform morphology, excellent monodispersity, superb drug loading capacity and superior biodegradability. More importantly, amounts of Ber entered into the cytoplasms of liver cancer cells rather than normal cells, which resulted from the targeted endocytic ability of CM-ss-MONs in the liver cancer cells and the tumor-microenvironment responsive Ber-release property. Additionally, in vitro and in vivo experiments were carried out to demonstrate the high therapeutic efficiency and excellent safety of CM-ss-MONs-Ber. In summary, our results revealed that CM-ss-MONs-Ber might be a potential chemotherapeutic agent for liver cancer treatment.

2 Experimental

2.1 Preparation of ss-MONs

Biodegradable ss-MONs were synthesized through a modified sol–gel method using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as a template, tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and bis[3-(triethoxysilyl)propyl]tetrasulfide (BTES) with disulfide-bridged groups as co-silica sources. ss-MONs were synthesized by the following procedure: 0.6 g CTAB, 0.15 g triethanolamine (TEA) and 50 mL deionized water were stirred in a three-necked flask at 80 °C for 30 min. Then, a solution of 900 µL TEOS and 100 µL BTES was added dropwise to the surfactant solution. The resulting mixture was stirred at 80 °C for another 4 h with a stirring speed of 1000 rpm. The products were collected by centrifugation, washed three times with ethanol, and then refluxed in an ethanol solution of HCl (2% w/v) for 12 h. Finally, the as-synthesized ss-MONs were collected, washed and dried for subsequent experiments.

2.2 Amination and carboxylation of ss-MONs

The post-grafting method was used according to the method described in the previous report, with modification. Briefly, 50 mg of ss-MONs and 1.0 mL of APS were added to 40 mL water with ultrasound. We stirred the solution at room temperature for 24 h. The reaction was heated to 100 °C and reacted for 4 h with reflux. Then, we cooled the reaction mixture to room temperature. The ss-MONs modified through amination (ss-MONs-NH₂) were obtained and collected by centrifugation.

Scheme 1  Schematic of the HepG2 cell membrane-coated biodegradable ss-MONs with dual-responsive berberine release for the homotypic targeting therapy for liver cancer.
Carboxylation was introduced by suspending succinic anhydride in DMF. Briefly, the as-synthesized ss-MONs-NH₂ and 50 mg of succinic anhydride were dispersed in 40 mL of DMF and stirred for 12 h at room temperature. Ethanol was used to centrifuge and wash the carboxylated ss-MONs (ss-MONs-COOH).

2.3 Preparation of CM-ss-MONs-Ber

First, we prepared the ss-MONs-COOH with Ber (ss-MONs-Ber). Briefly, 10 mg of ss-MONs-COOH was dispersed in 10 mL of PBS buffer. Then, 10 mL of ethyl alcohol containing Ber (0.5 mg mL⁻¹) was mixed with 10 mL of ss-MONs-COOH solution (1 mg mL⁻¹), and the mixture was stirred at room temperature in the dark for 24 h. The ss-MONs-COOH with Ber (ss-MONs-Ber) was obtained through centrifugation at 5000 g. Second, CM-ss-MONs-Ber was prepared by the classical extrusion approach. HepG2 cell membrane vesicles (CM) were then prepared. Briefly, hypertonic tris buffer (pH = 7.4) was used to treat the HepG2 cells for 1 h at 4 °C and centrifuged for 10 min at 5000 × g, so that the intracellular contents were removed. Supernatants were centrifuged at 10 000 × g for 10 min and 100 000 × g for 1 h; the cell membranes were obtained and an ultrasonicator was used to sonicate the cell membranes for 5 s, which was extruded through 400 nm and 200 nm polycarbonate membranes. Finally, the ss-MONs-Ber (0.1 mg mL⁻¹) were mixed with the HepG2 cell membranes (0.05 mg mL⁻¹), which extruded the mixture through 400 nm, 200 nm and 100 nm polycarbonate membranes. Then, the residual free cell membrane was removed by centrifuging and washing the mixture with PBS to obtain CM-ss-MONs-Ber. We also prepared CM-ss-MONs without Ber in the same way.

The optical densities of the CM-ss-MONs-Ber and ss-MONs-Ber were measured by a UV-visible spectrophotometer to calculate the efficiency and content of drug loading through eqn (1) and (2):³⁸,³⁹

\[
\text{efficiency of loading (\%) = } \frac{\text{mass of drug loaded by nanoparticles}}{\text{initial mass of drug}} \times 100
\]

\[
\text{content of loaded drug (\%) = } \frac{\text{mass of drug loaded by nanoparticles}}{\text{mass of nanoparticles + mass of drug loaded by nanoparticles}} \times 100
\]

2.4 Biodegradation of CM-ss-MONs

10 mg of CM-ss-MONs and ss-MONs were added to 20 mL PBS buffer solution (pH 7.4) with glutathione (10 mM), respectively, and stirred at 37 °C. The suspensions collected after 1 day, 3 days and 5 days were analyzed by TEM.

Fig. 1 Characteristics of ss-MONs and CM-ss-MONs. (A) TEM image of ss-MONs, bar = 50 nm. (B) N₂ sorption isotherms and pore size distribution of ss-MONs. (C) TEM image of CM-ss-MONs, bar = 50 nm. (D) Zeta potentials of the CM, ss-MONs, ss-MONs-NH₂ and CM-ss-MONs.
2.5 Characterization of CM-ss-MONs

The size and morphology of ss-MONs were analyzed via transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a transmission electron microscope (JEOL Ltd, Japan) with an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. A Zetasizer Nano-ZS-90 (Malvern Instruments, UK) was adopted to measure the hydrodynamic size distribution and zeta potential of ss-MONs. The pore size distribution and surface area of ss-MONs were measured using the Barret-Joyner-Halenda method and the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method.

2.6 Endocytosis and immune escape

5 × 10^4 human normal liver cell line HL-7702 cells per well and 5 × 10^4 human hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines HepG2 (the HepG2 cell line, HL-7702 cell line and RAW264.7 cells were obtained from the cell bank of Shanghai, China) per well were cultured in 24-well plates through DMEM with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) to measure the ss-MONs uptake. After 12 hours, the medium was replaced with fresh medium containing FITC-labelled ss-MONs or CM-ss-MONs at concentrations of 12.5 μg mL⁻¹. The cells were incubated for 3 hours, washed with PBS three times and treated through a 50 nM LysoTracker Red DND-99 (Invitrogen) for 1 hour. Subsequently, the cells were washed twice and stained for 5 min with Hoechst 33 258 (5 mg mL⁻¹). PBS was used to wash the cells twice. The fluorescence in the cells was detected through confocal scanning microscopy (CLSM) by an Olympus FV1000 microscope which was equipped with a 30 mW laser and a 405 nm laser class 3D laser, and the distribution of intracellular nanoparticles was observed. Flow cytometry analysis was used to quantify the uptake of 12.5 μg mL⁻¹ FITC-labelled ss-MONs or CM-ss-MONs in HepG2 cells or HL-7702 cells.

The mouse macrophage RAW264.7 cells were used to evaluate the uptake of nanoparticles. The cells were treated with the CM-ssMONs and ss-MONs for 1 h. Subsequently, the cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 30 min before imaging using the CLSM microscope.

2.7 Dual-responsive drug release

Firstly, we simulated the tumor tissue and normal tissue microenvironment and measured the Ber cumulative release at different times. Briefly, 10 mg of ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-
MONs-Ber were encapsulated respectively to a dialysis bag with or without glutathione (GSH) (10 mM) to investigate the release of the drug of ss-MONs-Ber for varied pH values (pH 7.4 or 5.5). The solution was stored in the dark and shaken at 37°C. UV-visible spectroscopy was used to detect the Ber release at specific intervals.

In order to analyze the intracellular Ber release process, we cultured 5 × 10⁴ HL-7702 cells per well and 5 × 10⁴ HepG2 cells per well in 24-well plates through free Ber or ss-MONs-Ber or CM-ss-MONs-Ber (10 μg mL⁻¹) under a Ber concentration of 2.5 μg mL⁻¹ for 3 hours. PBS was used to remove and wash the medium twice. The nuclei were stained for 5 min through Hoechst 33258 (5 μg mL⁻¹). Finally, flow cytometry was used to detect the fluorescence of these two kinds of cells.

2.8 Cytotoxicity of CM-ss-MONs-Ber
The cytotoxicity of different samples in comparison with that of ss-MONs, CM-ss-MONs, Ber, ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber were evaluated through MTT experiment. HepG2 cells and HL-7702 cells were seeded in 96-well plates through free Ber or ss-MONs-Ber or CM-ss-MONs-Ber (10 μg mL⁻¹) under a Ber concentration of 2.5 μg mL⁻¹ for 3 hours. PBS was used to remove and wash the medium twice. The nuclei were stained for 5 min through Hoechst 33258 (5 μg mL⁻¹). Finally, flow cytometry was used to detect the fluorescence of these two kinds of cells.

2.9 Anti-tumor efficacy in vivo
This study was performed in strict accordance with the NIH guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals (NIH publication no. 85-23 rev. 1985) and was approved by the Ethics Committee for the Use of Experimental Animals of the Suzhou Institute of Biomedical Engineering and Technology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (Suzhou, Jiangsu, China).

The HepG2 tumors on the right shoulder of BALB/c nude mice were divided into five groups randomly (PBS, ss-MONs, Ber, ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber). At a tumor volume of 80 mm³, PBS, Ber, ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber (a dose of 5 mg Ber kg⁻¹) solutions were injected into the mice intravenously every day. The volumes of tumors in each group were measured. The volume of each tumor was calculated through the formula: V = (length of tumor) × (width of tumor)²/2. Moreover, the weight of each mouse was also measured.

2.10 In vivo biosafety assessment
After 22 days from the first injection, whole blood and serum were collected, and the mice were sacrificed. The heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney were then harvested from each.
blood samples were used to detect alanine aminotransferase (ALT), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and creatinine (CRE) parameters for hematological and biochemical analysis. The obtained tissues were fixed in formalin for the next paraffin sectioning and H&E assays to evaluate the histopathologic toxicity of the tissues.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Preparation and characterization

ss-MONs was synthesized by a classical sol–gel method. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to characterize its morphology and structure. TEM analysis results indicated that ss-MONs possessed a uniform spherical structure, and its diameter was approximate 35 nm (Fig. 1A). Then, we assessed its mesoporous property. The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherm curve of ss-MONs showed IV-type curves (Fig. 1B). The pore volume and surface area were 1.19 cm3 g⁻¹ and 902.1 m² g⁻¹, respectively. The average pore diameter was 3.1 nm as determined by the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda method in Fig. S1A.† After post-grafting modification, these parameters of mesoporosity were correspondingly decreased. The as-synthesized ss-MONs-NH2 showed surface area, pore volume and pore diameter values as small as 430.5 m² g⁻¹, 0.78 cm3 g⁻¹ and 2.87 nm, respectively, and the values of surface area, pore volume and pore diameter for ss-MONs-COOH were 301 m² g⁻¹, 0.56 cm3 g⁻¹ and 2.63 nm, respectively. This reducing tendency should be attributed to the covalent fixation of organic groups on the ss-MONs (Fig. S1B and 1C†). The superb mesoporous property of ss-MONs suggested the possibility of Ber loading. We then functionalized carboxyl groups on the mesoporous surface of ss-MONs to payload Ber by the electrostatic interaction between –COOH groups and –NH2 groups. The drug efficiency and drug content of ss-MONs were 50.5% and 20.1%, respectively, as determined by UV-visible spectrophotometry.

To endow the ss-MONs-Ber with liver cancer targeting and immune escape properties, cell membranes (CM) derived from human liver cancer HepG2 cells were modified on the surface of ss-MONs (CM(ss-MONs-Ber)). As illustrated in Fig. 1C, the CM(ss-MONs-Ber) showed uniform morphology and similarly spherical structures with a diameter of approximately 53 nm and a lipid shell of ~8 nm in thickness, which was consistent
with the reported cell membranes of 5–10 nm in thickness. Fig. S2† demonstrated that both ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber possessed a narrow size distribution, which indicated their excellent monodispersity. Besides, the CM-ss-MONs-Ber displayed an averaged hydrodynamic diameter of 57 nm, which was larger than that of the ss-MONs. The zeta potential of CM, ss-MONs, ss-MONs-NH₂, ss-MONs-COOH, ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber were −21 mV, −7.5 mV, 5 mV, −15 mV, −22 mV, and −15 mV, respectively.

Fig. 5 In vivo antitumor effects of CM-ss-MONs-Ber in HepG2 tumor-bearing nude mice: (A) tumor photographs, (B) tumor volume, (C) tumor weight and (D) body weight.

Fig. 6 Blood chemistry and routine blood test for each group on the last day of the 21 day treatment. (A) ALT, (B) AST, (C) CRE and (D) BUN for mice from each group. The pink bars represented the range of values obtained from healthy nude mice.
−10 mV and −21 mV, respectively (Fig. 1D). The changed potentials indicated the successful process of carboxyl groups functionalization, Ber loading and HepG2 cell membranes modification.

3.2 Endocytosis and immune escape

Encouraged by the uniform morphology and excellent Ber loading capacity of CM-ss-MONs, we further explored the uptake behaviour of CM-ss-MONs and ss-MONs in HepG2 cells and human liver normal HL-7702 cells. As shown in Fig. 2A and B, obviously green fluorescent signs were observed to accumulate and colocalize with the LysoTracker after 3 h incubation with FITC-labeled ss-MONs or CM-ss-MONs in both HepG2 cell lines and HL-7702 cell lines, which indicated that these nanoparticles could enter the cytoplasm through lysosomes. The green fluorescence of CM-ss-MONs and ss-MONs in HepG2 cells were both higher than that in HL-7702 cells, which indicated that these nanoparticles possessed better cellular internalization behaviour in cancer cells than in normal cells. Furthermore, CM-ss-MONs exhibited higher cellular uptake in comparison with the nontargeted ss-MONs in HepG2 cells, whereas the increase in the uptake of CM-ss-MONs in the HL-7702 cells wasn’t obvious compared to that of ss-MONs, which was in line with flow cytometry analysis (Fig. 2C and D). These results demonstrated the selective cellular uptake behaviour and the improved liver cancer targeting after CM modification.

We also explored the immune-invasion ability of CM-ss-MONs in RAW264.7 murine macrophages cells. As shown in Fig. S3,† large amounts of ss-MONs were endocytosed by macrophages. However, significant decreasing internalization was observed in the macrophages after CM modification. This was because protein CD47 expression on the cell membrane inhibited the phagocytic uptake. The excellent liver cancer targeting and immune escape ability suggested that CM-ss-MONs were ideal nanocarriers, which could effectively deliver Ber to the liver cancer tissue.

3.3 Dual-responsive drug release

To investigate the Ber release behaviour of CM-ss-MONs-Ber, we simulated the tumor tissue and normal tissue microenvironment and measured the Ber cumulative release at different times. As shown in Fig. 3B, CM-ss-MONs-Ber showed a pH-responsive release property. The cumulative Ber release amount was less than 5% at pH 7.4 PBS solution without glutathione (GSH), whereas as much as 55% Ber was released from CM-ss-MONs-Ber at pH 5.5 without GSH after 96 h. The pH-responsive release behaviour facilitated Ber release in liver cancer tissues rather than normal tissues, since the extracellular environment of the tumor tissue and intracellular lysosomes and endosomes were acidic. Furthermore, the amount of GSH in the cancer cells was obviously higher than that in normal cells. The high level of GSH could degrade CM-ss-MONs-Ber by disrupting the disulfide bonds of CM-ss-MONs through reduction reactions, which is favorable for drug release. To verify our hypothesis, we firstly evaluated the biodegradability of CM-ss-MONs in the presence of the PBS solution of GSH (10 mM), which were intracellular equivalents of GSH. As shown in Fig. 3B, irregular particles existed around CM-ss-MONs after 24 h, and then the spherical shape of CM-ss-MONs disappeared at 72 h. Finally, CM-ss-MONs were degraded completely into fragments after 120 h. From the above results, it can be inferred that CM-ss-MONs and ss-MONs have excellent biodegradability in the presence of GSH. Then, we measured the Ber cumulative release with the aid of GSH. As shown in Fig. 3A, the content of releasing Ber from CM-ss-MONs-Ber was up to 80% at pH 5.5 after 96 h. The pH and GSH dual-responsive drug property

Fig. 7 H&E staining images of the heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney of a mouse from each group. The scale bars represent 100 mm.
would contribute to Ber accumulation in cancer cells and decrease the concentration of the intracellular drug in normal cells.

To further investigate the drug release behaviours of Ber by CM-ss-MONs-Ber in vitro, the intracellular Ber release in HepG2 cells and HL-7702 cells were detected using flow cytometry. As shown in Fig. 3C, in the HepG2 cells, the fluorescence intensity of Ber in the ss-MONs-Ber-treated group was higher than that in the Ber-treated group. Particularly, the fluorescence intensity was the highest in CM-ss-MONs-Ber-treated group. This was because of the excellent targeting endocytosis and highly efficient drug release of CM-ss-MONs-Ber in cancer cells. In contrast, lower fluorescence was detected in HL-7702 cells after incubation with ss-MONs-Ber or with CM-ss-MONs-Ber in comparison to the Ber-treated group, which was due to the weaker release of Ber in normal cells. The selective Ber release behaviour would enhance the therapeutic effect in cancer cells while reducing the adverse impact on normal cells.

3.4 Cytotoxicity of CM-ss-MONs-Ber

To assess the therapeutic effect of the CM-ss-MONs-Ber in vitro, the cell viability of HepG2 cells and HL-7702 cells were tested after various treatments for 24 h at different concentrations by the MTT assay. As shown in Fig. 4A and B, there was no significant decrease in cell viability after treatment with CM-ss-MONs or ss-MONs in neither the HepG2 cells nor the HL-7702 cells even at very high concentrations (100 µg mL⁻¹), which demonstrated that both CM-ss-MONs and ss-MONs were nontoxic. The inhibition of the three other treated groups (CM-ss-MONs-Ber, ss-MONs-Ber and free Ber) on both the HepG2 cells and HL-7702 cells showed dose-dependent manners. ss-MONs-Ber killed more HepG2 cells than free Ber, and CM-ss-MONs-Ber exhibited the best anti-tumor effect of all the groups (Fig. 4A). Conversely, both CM-ss-MONs-Ber and ss-MONs-Ber caused lower amounts of deaths in normal HL-7702 cells than an equal dose of free Ber after 24 h and 48 h (Fig. 4B). The above results indicated that ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber possessed a selective killing effect on cancer cells rather than normal cells, and CM-ss-MONs-Ber possessed a higher anti-cancer efficacy than ss-MONs-Ber because of their superb homotypic targeting ability.

3.5 Anti-tumor efficacy in vivo

To further investigate their anti-tumor efficacy in vivo, we intravenously injected PBS, CM-ss-MONs, Ber, ss-MONs-Ber and CM-ss-MONs-Ber into nude mice bearing HepG2 tumor xenografts. As shown in Fig. 5A–C, when treated with PBS, the tumors grew rapidly during the test. The mice treated with ss-MONs showed a similar growth behaviour as the PBS group, which indicated that the ss-MONs had no anti-tumor efficacy. Negligible inhibition efficacy was found in the free Ber, which was due to the poor bioavailability of free Ber. ss-MONs-Ber showed obvious antitumor growth efficiency, resulting from how the ss-MONs-Ber could enhance the bioavailability of Ber and promote the accumulation of Ber in tumor tissue. It is noteworthy that the group treated with CM-ss-MONs-Ber exhibited dramatically suppressed efficiency compared to all the other groups, which could be attributed to the cell membrane mediating the homotypic target and immune escape capacity. Hence, the above results demonstrated that the CM-ss-MONs were excellent nanocarriers for the highly efficient Ber treatment of liver cancer.

3.6 In vivo biosafety assessment

Moreover, the therapeutic biosafety of these nanoparticles cannot be ignored. Thus, we detected systemic toxicity using mice weight tests, blood chemistry and routine blood tests as well as histopathological analysis. As shown in Fig. 5D, no significant weight loss could be found in any of the treated groups compared to the PBS treated-group. Additionally, there was no obvious change in the level of ALT, AST, BUN and CRE in Fig. 6A–D, suggesting negligible impact of the treatments on liver or kidney function. Furthermore, H&E staining analysis showed no significant pathological changes in the heart, liver, spleen, lung or kidney sections of any of the groups (Fig. 7). In all, CM-ss-MONs-Ber possessed excellent biosafety not only because of the lower toxicity of Ber compared with clinical chemotherapeutic drugs but also due to the fact that silica materials are superb biocompatible elements approved by the FDA for clinical use.

4 Conclusions

In summary, we prepared biodegradable ss-MONs with the HepG2 cell membrane coating as a biomimetic nanodrug delivery system for the Ber treatment of liver cancer. The ss-MONs-Ber exhibited uniform morphology, superb monodispersity and excellent Ber loading capacity. After HepG2 cell membrane modification, ss-MONs-Ber obtained superior liver cancer cell targeting efficiency and immune escape ability. More importantly, the pH and GSH dual-responsive drug release properties further enhanced Ber accumulation in tumor tissues rather than in normal tissues. Thereby, during in vitro and in vivo experiments, CM-ss-MONs-Ber exhibited an enhanced Ber therapeutic effect and excellent biosafety. We believe that CM-ss-MONs-Ber are promising agents for the Ber treatment of liver cancer in clinical practice.
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